JANUARY Wolf Moon
Things needed:
Water (rain water or bottled water. Tap water can work)
A bottle or Mason Jar
A white or clear crystal. Quartz or moonstone if possible.
But anything will work...just make sure it fits in the bottle
or Mason jar.
Be sure to write on the jar the date of the moon water.
.........
CIRCLE
By the lunar light of the goddess Selene, thus space is
clensed. All that is, all that was becomes purified. All that
isn't fades
By the will of Heckate this space is secured. Within this
circle, we shift outward and elsewhere.

pack, we use that power to protect and lift up one
another. As pack, we stand as unified.
EAST
As the wolf of the east leaps through the air, we are
granted his wisdom of what it means to be one of a
community, of pack.
Beast of the east, fill us with your inspiration.
Be here now. Be with us. Be welcome.
(Be Welcome)
SOUTH
As the wolf of the south, give us of your fire, so we may
burn with passion so we know what it means for us to act
with purpose.
Beast of the south, fill us with your ferocity.
Be here now. Be with us. Be welcome.

By strength of the wolf, we gather between the realms.
Together, we stand at our best.

(Be Welcome)

Today is the moon that belongs to the wolf. The nights
are cold, the skies clouded. The warmth of our homes
are our caves. The moon unites us.

As the wolf of the west, sustain us with your water. Show
us your experience so we may know how to adapt and
learn to thrive.

Wolves howl to feel united as a pack. Know this, each
one of you. You are pack. You are loved. You are seen.
You are heard. Selene, the goddess of the moon
embraces each of us. Through her magick we are
connected.

Beast of the west, fill us with persistence

Through the goddess Heckate, we are given power. With
that power comes the wisdom to wield that strength. As

As the wolf of the north, lend us the strength of the earth.
Show us your might so we may stand firm against
adversity.

WEST

Be here now. Be with us. Be welcome.
(Be Welcome)
NORTH

Beast of the North, fill us with determination.
Be here now. Be with us. Be welcome.
(Be Welcome)
.......
GODDESS
Heckate and Selene nurture our sprits. Open our inner
sight so that we may be guided according to our inner
nature's and follow our guides.
Oh Great Wolf Sprit, he who walks between worlds, bring
to us our ancestors and our descendants, so we may
know our paths of future and past.
......
ACT OF POWER
Hold a small crystal (quartz or moonstone, any stone will
work if needed...just make sure it fits in the final glass
bottle for the moon water) and say the following:
"Elder moon mothers of space and sky Artemis and
Selene, to me fly,c Come Hekate, open the silver eye!
IO IO IO!"
Pick up a bowl of water. Rain water would be best, but
bottled water or tap water can work. Say the following:
"From lunar snows, to lake you flow. From lake through
stream your powers grow. Streams join ocean where all
things go. Come great moon magick, join and glow!"
Place the crystal in the jar or bottle. Pour the enchanted
water into the jar or bottle, saying:

"Holy this be by moon-mothers three! To cleanse, to
protect, to heal and to grow, this water I charge. Heckate,
I invoke thee. Evoe, so mote it be"
Put the lid on the bottle, and place your hands on the top
and bottom of the container. Visualize white light filling
the container and then say:
"Great wild powers, now bless us. By Moon magic and
powers of the earth, and strength of the sea! Holy water
of rebirth Of pure waters three, by Selenes will. With
moon power it grow, and with Heckates blessing this
working is set."
The moon water is charged. If you are able to, leave it to
rest in the moonlight until you retrieve it latter. Letting it
absorb sunlight won't affect the moon water.
...........................
CAKES AND ALE
As the wolf needs nourishment so too do we as we
partake of the physical food let us also partake of the
spiritual nourishment this ritual brings
Bless this wine
fruit of the vine
And these cakes
we make
.May you never hunger, May you never thirst

GODDESS

To Heckate we give honor. To the mother, maiden and
crone we have the right to declare an act of power. To
work together and to act as a pack.
Return now with our blessing
(Thank you)
To Selene, we give respect. To the light in the darkness.
She who unites us all. Because of you, we know we are
not alone.

(Thank you)
WEST
To the wolf of the west, of Water. Thank you for showing
us how to flow with grace. Return to your lair with our
blessing.
(Thank you)
SOUTH

Return now with our blessing

To the wolf of the south, of Fire. Thank you for giving us
courage to dare. Return to your lair with our blessing.

(Thank you)

(Thank you)

To the great wolf, we give you your due. You remind us
that we are not alone. Your presence gives us courage.

EAST

Return now with our blessing

To the wolf of the east, of Air. Thank you for your keeping
us inspired. Return to your lair with our blessing.

(Thank you)

(Thank you)

To those who come before and after us, thank you for
your wisdom. You have guided us on our path.

CIRCLE

Return now with our blessing
(Thank you)
To all those in this space, thank you for being here. Go
now with our love. Return to where you came, but go with
our blessing.
Return now with our blessing
(Thank you)
NORTH
To the wolf of the North, of earth. Thank you for
shielding us with your strength. Return to your lair with
our blessing.

This circle that is, to those that are here, know that under
the power of the moon, we are united, that we are pack.
We are connected regardless of where we are.
This circle is no more, and yet the connection remains.
Hail and Farwell, until we meet again.
(Srena Howls)
This ritual was written by Jason Hottel, the one who is
known as Fluffy. The act of power was inspired by the
book Werewolf Magick by Denny Sargent

